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It is hard to believe that we are now at the end of our fifth year of the mammoth 

project of giving back to the local community a park which certainly was in need 

of tender loving care. 

Of the vast collection of photos filling my camera and computer there are many 

to savour but perhaps not enough before and after pictures that tell the real story 

of achievements. 

This year we have not enjoyed every kind of weather due to enormous amounts 

of rain playing havoc with surfaces, drains and pipes. But of course what would 

Dennis find to do if he did not follow Corporal Jones’s Dad’s Army motto of 

They do not like it up em. Referring of course to his rodding weapons versus 

every kind of pipe known to man. 

So, yes there has been the constant path maintenance, the grass cutting, the 

sapling removal, and carpeting with chippings. Not to mention reducing laurel 

bushes and moving sections of tree trunk. The eye catching positives are the 

flowers and plantings that have succeeded despite poor soil, tree cover and all he 

water in the park being in the wrong place. 

We had another grand event with the Right Royal Do, showing how a big empty 

space can become a showpiece arena, packed with people having fun. It is that 

fun and sometimes wonderment that we have given to the community with all the 

events in the programme. It makes Prince of Wales Park a real Peoples Park, 

made by the people for the people, just as it was in 1865. Young and old alike 

have loved the trails, the squeals of children in particular on making the finds, on 

seeing the bats, and enjoying the forest schools. 

Beyond all that it is a pleasure just to see daily use of the park, newcomers to the 

area, ramblers, walkers, bikers and runners, just as it is to receive worthy praise 

for our efforts. 

There is still only an intermittent involvement by the Council and too often the 

agenda item of jobs for the council does bring about a response. Happily, thanks 

to bombarding officials with Health and Safety policies relating to machines we 

succeeded in gaining permission to use such previously banned items. 

This brings about the subject of funding. Everything we use, we produce and 

stage has to be financed. The generator, lawn mower, and the strimmer were 



funded largely by donations, some from businesses, others from organisations, as 

well by individuals and bequests. I am happy to announce that, with immaculate 

timing, the Bingley Civic Trust yesterday handed us a cheque for £500. 

It would be wrong to name individuals within our group for what wonderful 

efforts they have made in the park, in the planning and organisation, in the 

planting, in the events and walks. Nothing would have been achieved without 

their efforts. No different would the park look like than it did in March 2013. No 

pure enjoyment of a beautiful safe, attractive and enticing park could be had. 

So thank you to the team, the supporters, and the members, and of course the 

donors. 

What will our sixth year bring? More machines, more flowers, more workers 

young and old, more discoveries? Best of all more fun and enjoyment. 

And of course when will the Tea Room Open? 


